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In this paper we give a condition with respect to Walsh]Fourier coefficients that
implies the L -convergence of the corresponding Walsh]Fourier series. We show1
that the L -convergence class induced by this condition contains each one of the1
previously known convergence classes as a proper subset. We also show that our
condition implies not only the L -convergence but also the convergence in the1
dyadic Hardy norm if the function represented by the series belongs to the dyadic
Hardy space. Q 1997 Academic Press
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The Walsh functions can be represented as products of Rademacher
` k  .functions. Namely, if n s  n 2 n s 0 or 1, n g N is the binaryks0 k k
decomposition of n then the nth Walsh function in the Paley enumeration
is defined as
`
nkw s r .n k
ks0
p pw .  .Let L s L 0, 1 1 F p F ` denote the usual function spaces with the
5 5  .corresponding norms denoted by . For each n g N the variation V np
is given by
`
< <V n s n y n q n , .  k ky1 0
ks1
where the n 's are the binary coefficients of n.k
The Walsh]Fourier coefficients and the partial sums of the Walsh]
Fourier series are defined as
ny1
1Ã Ãf k s fw , S f s f k w k g N, n g P, f g L . .  .  .H k n k 1
0 ks0
In order that we can introduce the concept of the dyadic Hardy space H
we need to define the dyadic maximal function
nf * x s sup S f x : n g N x g 0, 1 , f g L . 4 .  . . .2 1
Then H is the collection of f g L for which also f * g L with the norm1 1
5 5 5 5f s f * .H 1
w xLet x denote the integer part of the real number x and for any
 .  .sequence c , k g N of real numbers let Dc s c y c k g P . Fur-k k ky1 k
w xthermore, let x denote the characteristic function of A ; 0, 1 .A
 w x w x.It is well known see 4 or 17 that there exist integrable functions the
Walsh]Fourier series of which diverge in the L -norm. In the following1
theorem we give a Hardy]Karamata type coefficient condition that is
sufficient to conclude the L -convergence of the corresponding Walsh]1
Fourier series.
THEOREM 1. Let f g L such that1
w xln
qÃ Ã< < < <lim lim D f k log kD f k s 0. 1 .  .  .qlª1 nª` ksn
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Then
Ã . 5 5  .  .i lim f y S f s 0 if and only if lim f n V n s 0,1nª` n nª`
 . 5 5ii if f g H then lim f y S f s 0 if and only ifHnª ` n
Ã .  .lim f n V n s 0,nª`
 . p  .  .iii f x g L and x f x g L 0 - d - 1, p ) 1 .w d , 1x 2 2
 .Remark 1. We note that 1 implies not only the L -convergence of the1
Fourier series but also the almost everywhere convergence. Indeed, as it
w xwas proved in 13 the convergence almost everywhere follows from
w xln
Ã< <lim lim D f k s 0. .qlª1 nª` < <k sn
 .Remark 2. Part iii of Theorem 1 shows the effect of the coefficient
 .condition 1 for the integrability properties of f.
Throughout this paper C will denote an absolute positive constant not
necessarily the same in different occurrences.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS CONDITIONS
In this section we introduce the concept of L -convergence classes, then1
make some historical comments. Finally, we compare our condition with
those previously known.
 .The concept of L -convergence classes is based on the equivalence in i1
 .of Theorem 1, which is induced not only by 1 but by all of the classical
coefficient conditions for L -convergence. Let F denote the set of se-1
quences of Walsh]Fourier coefficients of integrable functions. Then a
subset C of F is called an L -convergence class if for any f g L with1 1
Ã  . . 5 5f k , k g N g C we have that lim S f y f s 0 if and only if1nª` n
Ã .  .lim f n V n s 0.nª`
 .The L -convergence induced by 1 will be denoted by S . Then S is the1
 .collection of real sequences a , k g N for which there exist f g L suchk 1
Ã .  .  .that a s f k k g N and for which the condition in 1 is satisfied.k
The concept of L -convergence classes was first introduced for trigono-1
w xmetric Fourier series. The classical examples are due to Young 21 and
Æw x w xKolmogorov 10 whose results were improved by Telyakovskii 20 and
w xFomin 5 . Along this line the next major step was made by Stanojevic andÂ
w xhis coauthors 2, 3, 9, 18, 19 . The latest result, i.e., the trigonometric
w x  w x.version of S , was given in 8 . We note see 8 that it is larger than the
classes introduced by Stanojevic. We also note that Aubertin and FournierÂ
w x1 constructed a trigonometric L -convergence class whose character is1
different from those mentioned above.
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w xThe Walsh analogue of Stanojevic's result was proved by Moricz 12 .Â Â
Namely, he showed that F 1. is an L -convergence class for any p ) 1,p 1
where F 1. denotes the set of Walsh]Fourier sequences that satisfyp
w xln
ppy1 Ã< <lim lim k D f k s 0 p ) 1 . 2 .  .  .qlª1 nª` ksn
w x  .In 14 Moricz relaxed 2 toÂ
w xln
ppy1 Ã< <lim lim k D f k - `, 3 .  .qlª1 nª` ksn
 .and proved that 3 generates an L -convergence class for every p ) 1. Let1
2. w xthis one be denoted by F . Moreover, he notes 14 that also the weakerp
condition
pw xln w xln y k q 1 ppy1 Ã< <lim lim k D f k - ` 4 .  .q  /w xln y n q 1lª1 nª` ksn
implies the L -convergence of the Walsh]Fourier series for any p ) 1.1
Let us denote the corresponding class by F 3.. Then the largest L -conver-p 1
 .  .  . 3.gence class induced by 2 , 3 , and 4 is F s D F .p)1 p
It is easy to check that F cannot be larger than S . Indeed, for lacunary
Walsh]Fourier series, especially for Rademacher series, we have by
Ã w x. <  . <Kintchin's inequality see, e.g., 17 that lim log kD f k s 0 itselfnª`
implies the L -convergence of the series. It is easy to see that in this case1
Ã . <  . <  .1 follows from lim log kD f k s 0, which is not true for 4 .nª`
 .Consequently, 4 is not the best possible even for lacunary series. In
w xorder to overcome this problem Grow and Stanojevic 9 introduced aÂ
 . w xp s 1 version of 3 . One can show, similarly to the trigonometric case 9 ,
that its Walsh analogue, i.e.,
w xln
Ã< < < <lim lim D f k log k s 0 5 .  .qlª1 nª` ksn
induces an L -convergence class for Walsh]Fourier series. Let it be1
w x  .  .denoted by M. Also, it is shown in 9 that 3 and 5 are essentially
different, i.e., none of them follows from the other one. More precisely,
F _ M / B and M _ F / B.
We will show that S subsums all of these classes. Moreover, it not only
contains each individual class defined above, but also it contains the linear
 .space generated by their union as a proper subspace. Let L M j F
denote the linear space generated by M j F. Then the following proper
inclusion holds.
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 .THEOREM 2. S q L M j F .
 .  .Remark 3. Concerning the relation between 2 and 3 we note that
1. 2. w xthey are equivalent. Namely, D F s D F was proved in 1 . Inp)1 p p)1 p
 .our proof of Theorem 2 we will show that 4 seems and was believed to be
 . 2. 3.  .weaker 3 , they are equivalent, i.e., F s F p ) 1 . Consequently,p p
F s D F 2. s D F 1..p)1 p p)1 p
PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us introduce the generalized de la ValleeÂ
Poussin means as
w xln1
V f s S f n g P, l ) 1, f g L . .n , l k 1w xln y n q 1 ksn
 w x.Recall see, e.g., 17 that the Fejer means of every integrable functionÂ
converge to the corresponding function in the integral norm. Hence it is
5 5easy to see that lim f y V f s 0 for any f g L , and l ) 1.1nª` n, l 1
Therefore it suffices to show that
5 5lim lim V f y S f s 01n , l nqlª1 nª`
Ã .  .  .holds for an f g L that satisfies 1 if and only if lim f n V n s 0.1 nª`
 .Suppose that f satisfies the condition of Theorem 1. Let a k g Nk
ly1  .denote the k th Walsh]Fourier coefficient of f , and let D s  l g Pl js0
denote the lth Walsh]Dirichlet kernel. Then we have by definition that
w xln ky11
V f y S f s a w n , l n j jw xln y n q 1 ksnq1 jsn
w xln k1
s ya D q Da D q a D n n j j k k /w xln y n q 1 ksnq1 jsnq1
w xln y n
s ya D .n nw xln y n q 1
w xln1
w xq ln y k q 1 Da D . k kw xln y n q 1 ksnq1
w xln1
n. n. n.q a D s A q A q A . 6 . k k 1 2 3w xln y n q 1 ksnq1
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5 n. 5For the estimation of A we will use the dyadic Sidon type inequality13
w x1, 15
l1
< <c D F C max c c g R, l g P . j j j jl 1FjFljs1 1
to obtain
l
n.5 5 < <A F C max a .13 kl y 1 w xn-kF ln
5 n. 5Then by lim a s 0 we have lim A s 0.1nª` k nª` 3
n.5 5qIn order to show that lim limnª` A s 0 we need the shifted1lq1 2
w xSidon type inequality proved in 7
m mm
c D F C log c j j j m y l q 1jsl jsl
m < <cjq< <q c 1 q log 7 . j y1 m / /< <m y l q 1  c .jsl ss l s
 .c g R, l, m g N . We also note that the second part of the right side canj
w xbe associated with an Orlicz norm 6 . By the monotony of the Orlicz
 w x.  .norms see, e.g., 11 it follows from 7 that
x xln1 l
n.5 5 w xA F C log ln y k q 1 Da .12 kw xln y n q 1 l y 1 ksnq1
w xln < <Dakq< <w xq ln y n Da 1 q log . .  k y1 w lnx / /< <w xln y n  Da .ksnq1 ssnq1 s
Since
w xln1 l
w xlog ln y k q 1 Da . kw xln y n q 1 l y 1 ksnq1
w xln1 l
s log a y a . n kw xln y n q 1 l y 1 ksnq1
w xlnl 1
< < < <F log a q an k /w xl y 1 ln y n q 1 ksnq1
l
< <F 2 log max akl y 1 w xnFkF ln
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we have that
w xln1 l
w xlim log ln y k q 1 Da s 0. . kw xln y n q 1 l y 1nª` ksnq1
 w x.  .Since see Lemma 3 in 8 1 implies
w xln < <Dakq< <lim lim Da 1 q log s 0, k y1q w lnx /lª1 < <w xln y n  Da .nª` ksnq1 ssnq1 s
we can conclude that
n.5 5lim lim A s 0.12qlª1 nª`
Using the above results for An. and An. we have by the decomposition2 3
 .given in 6 that
5 5lim lim V f y S f s 01l , n nqlª1 nª`
5 n. 5  .if and only if lim A s 0. Then the proof of i can be completed1nª` 1
by the well-known estimate for the Walsh]Lebesgue constants, i.e. see,
w x.e.g., 17 ,
V n .
5 5F D F V n n g P . .  .1n8
 . n  n.In order to prove ii write l s 2 q k l, n, k g N, 0 F k - 2 and
f y S f s f y S n f q S n f y S n f . .  .l 2 2 2 qk
 w x. 5 5nIt is known see, e.g., 17 that lim f y S f s 0 for any f g H.Hnª` 2
5 5 5 5nTherefore, lim f y S f s 0 if and only if lim S f y S f s 0.H Hl ª` l l ª` l 2
5 5 5 5nSimilarly, lim f y S f s 0 is equivalent to lim S f y S f s 0.1 1l ª` l l ª` l 2
Since
0 if j F n
j nS S f y S f s .2 l 2  nS f y S f if j ) n .l 2
 .  .  nn nwe have by definition that S f y S f * s S f y S f l, n g N, 2 Fl 2 l 2
nq1. 5 5 5 5n n n nl - 2 . Thus S f y S f s S f y S f . Consequently,H 12 2 qk 2 2 qk
5 5 5 5nlim S f y S f s 0 if and only if lim f y S f s 0, which byH 1l ª` l 2 l ª` l
Ã .  .  .  .i of Theorem 1 is equivalent to lim f n V n s 0 if condition 1nª`
holds.
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 .In the proof of iii we will make use of the following decomposition of
 w x.the Dirichlet kernels see, e.g., 17
`
kD s w n r D n g P . .n n k k 2
ks0
w x  .We will also use that, as it was proved in 8 , 1 implies
`
2< <Da - `. 8 . k
ks1
Ã  .  . .Recall that a s f k k g N . Thenk
ny1 n n `
jS f s a w s Da D q a D s Da w k r D q a D .   n k k k k n n k k j j 2 n n
ks0 ks1 ks1 js0
w yl ylq1.  .  .Let I s 2 , 2 l g P . For the proof of the first part of iii it isl
 w x w x.enough to show that x f g L for any l g P. Since see 16 or 17I 2e
2 j 0 F x - 2yj
jD x s j g N .  .2  0 otherwise
we have
n ly1
jS f x s Da w k r D x q a D x .  .  . n k k j j 2 n n
ks1 js0
2 ly1 ly1
l
l l js Da w x s2 q k r x D x .  .  .  .j  s2 qk s2 qk j 2
lks1 js0 4s : s2 qkFn
q a D x .n n
2 ly1
l ls w x D x Da w x q a D x .  .  .  . k k s2 qk s2 n n
lks1  4s : s2 qkFn
 yl . 5 5x G 2 , n g P . In order to estimate x S f , observe that w D is2I n k kl
 l. yl  .lconstant on I 1 F k - 2 and w is periodic by 2 . Thus by D x Fl s2 k
 .  .  w x w x.2 1rx 0 - x - 1 see 4 or 17 and by the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality
we have
5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5x S f y S f F a x D q a x D .  .2 2 2I m n n I n m I ml l l
l 1r22 y1
1r2 2yl yl< < < <lq 2 D 2 Da .  . k s2 qk /
lks1  4s : s2 qkGn
1r2`
2lr2 l< < < < < <F 2 2 a q a q 2 Da . . n m j / /jsn
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5  .5  .Consequently, lim x f y S f s 0 follows from 8 . In particular,2nª` I nl
1r2`
2lq15 5 5 5 < <x f s lim x S f F 2 Da .2 2I I n jl l  /nª` js0
p  .Hence x f x g L for any p ) 1.2
 .Proof of Theorem 2. In connection with the inclusion S > L M j F
we note that S , M , F all are linear spaces and S > M is obvious.
Therefore, all we need to show is S > F. Since S > D F 2. is provedp)1 p
w x 2.in 8 we can prove S > F by showing that F s D F . To this end letp)1 p
 . w x   .y1 .l9 s 2l y 1 l ) 1 . Then for any n F k F ln n G l y 1 we have
p pw xl9n y k q 1 1
G . / /w xl9n y n q 1 3
Hence
pw x w xln l9n w xl9n y k q 1p ppy1 p py1Ã Ã< < < <k D f k F 3 k D f k 9 .  .  .   /w xl9n y n q 1ksn ksn
  .y1 . q qf g L , l ) 1, n G l y 1 . Since l ª 1 implies l9 ª 1 we have1
2. 3.  . 2.  .that F s F p ) 1 , and so F s j F follows from 9 . S >p p p)1 p
 .L M D F is proved.
Now we show that the inclusion is proper. Since M and F are linear
 .spaces all we need to do is to construct a sequence a , k g N g S thatk
1. 2.  .  1. .cannot be decomposed as a s a q a k g N with a , k g N g Mk k k k
 2. .  .and a , k g N g F. To this end let the index set A n g N, n ) 1 bek n
defined as
1
n nA s k g N : 2 - k F 2 1 q .n 2 5 /n log n
Set
n¡ if k is even and k g A n ) 1 .nn~a s 2k ¢
0 otherwise.
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Ã ` 2 .  . < <The existence of f g L with f k s a k g N follows from  a -1 k ks0 k
 .  .`. It is easy to see that 1 holds for a , k g N . Indeed,k
2n
q q< < < < < < < <lim Da log k Da s lim Da log k Da k k k k
nª` nª`ksn  4kgAn
n 2
< <F lim 2 A log n F lim s 0.n n2 log nnª` nª`
 < < .  .A denotes the cardinality of A . Consequently, a , k g N g S .n n k
 . 1. 2.Let us take the decompositions of a , k g N . Suppose a q a s ak k k k
1. 2.  < 1. < < 2. <4for every k g N. Clearly, Da q Da s Da implies max Da , Dak k k k k
 . < <  . 1. 2.  .G 1r2 Da k g N . Consequently, A D A s A n g N, n ) 1 ,k n n n
where
1 n
 i.  i.< <A s k g A : Da G i s 1, 2 . .n n k n 52 2
Thus
< 1. < py1 < 2. < pDa log k q k Da . k k
kgAn
< 1. < py1 < 2. < pG Da log k q k Da k k /
1. 2.kgA kgAn n
p1 n 1 npy11. 2. n< < < <G A n q A 2 .n nn n /2 2 2 2
pq1 py11 n 1 n
G min , 10 .2 2 / 54 2log n log n
 . n  2 .n g N, n ) 1, p ) 1 . Let l ) 1. It follows from lim 2 r nlog n s 0nª`
 n w n x4and from the definition of A that 2 , . . . , l2 > A for n greatn n
 .enough. Then by 10 we have
w xln
p1. py1 2.< < < <lim Da log k q k Da . k k
nª` ksn
p1. py1 2.< < < <G lim Da log k q k Da . k k
nª` kgAn
pq1 py11 n 1 n
G lim min , s `2 2 / 54 2log n log nnª`
 .  .for every p ) 1. Consequently, a , k g N f L M D F .k
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